DMF-48

MESH CATEGORY .................................................. Mid-Fill
% OPEN AREA .................................................... 70.2%
WEIGHT .......................................................... 1.702 lbs/sq ft
CRIMP STYLE .................................................... FTFT
MAXIMUM “A” DIMENSION ......................... 240”
MAXIMUM “B” DIMENSION ......................... 120”
OPENING LIMITATION** ......................... 0.838”
OVERALL THICKNESS ......................... 0.295”
ASPECT RATIO .................................................. 1.00 : 1
AVAILABLE ALLOYS .......................... Stainless, Mild Steel, Aluminum, Copper, Bronze, Brass, Pre-Galv, Galfan

**Maximum sphere diameter which will pass through opening
Product specifications are subject to change. Measurements and data are approximate and should be confirmed with a physical sample.